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STRAiQi-tT TALk·
Do you ever get the feeling that your world is slowly (or quickly)

-collapsing around you and that you are absolutely powerless to do
anything about it? And the only comfort you can get is finding out that
everyone you know seems to be having the same experience? Who do
you blame? The stars? Bad Karma? Or a little of both?

For a couple of days in July I didn't know who or.what to blame-I still
don't-but I sure thought someone or something had it in for little me. It
started with an automobile accident one morning that caused $900
damages to my car and left me facing the prospect of daily medical treat-
ments for the next few months. Depressing enough? Two days later I
was arrested on suspicion of auto theft while driving a car loaned to me
by a friend.

The accident was the first portent of a disastrous weekend. I was just a
few yards from the office, waiting to make a left turn, when a funeral
procession approached. I waited at the light while a long line of cars,
marked with windsheild stickers and lighted headlamps and accom-
panied by a motorcycle escort, proceeded through the intersection. It
passed just as the light turned and I started to complete my turn when a
woman, who later claimed to be following the funeral, but without bene-
fit of windshield marker or headlights, came barrelling through the
by-then red light and smacked into me head-on.

Since my car was left totally undriveable, a good friend came to my
rescue with his second car. Two nights later I was driving through
Holiywood when I noticed a sheriff's car following me. Since I knew that
I hadn't done anything wrong Ididn't pay any further attention to the
cops until I parked a few blocks later anc! found myself surrounded by
four patrol cars with eight (8) sheriff's deputies pointing guns at my head
while ordering me to come out with my hands up. (Since my seat belt
was still fastened I was in a real quandary. I didn't dare move my hands
with all those guns trained on me.) Finally one of the deputies released
me from the seat and Iwas thim subjected to the usual search before
being handcuffed and hauled off to jail.

This mess was caused by a bureaucratic snafu with the California De-
partment of Motor Vehicles. They had failed to record the transfer of the
owner's personalized license plates from another car he had owned to
this one. It took until 5 a.m. to clear the problem up, but by that time I
had been booked for grand theft auto, fingerprinted, questioned, and
otherwise thoroughly shaken up before I was finally released. By then
the car had been impounded and a $20 ransom had to be.paid to secure
its release. .

The cops were very nice. They presented me with a certificate th~t
declared that I hadn't been arrested-just detained. Even though the
charges were dropped, the arrest record will be with me for life.

But I still have my certificate. It's currently at a frame shop and will
soon adorn a position of honor onmy wall.
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* * *
In a recent column I mentioned. the problems we have had getting

Gay times Cruiser out. We're beginning to think the project is carrying a
bigger jinx than your long suffering editor.

Ib_~e.ot..la.t~i..w.Qr.d1s..tb_a..Uhe.J))_aqazine will be Dublished and



this one. It took until 5 a.m. to clear the problem up, but by that time I
had been booked for.grand theft auto, fingerprinted, questioned, and
otherwise thoroughly shaken up before I was finally released. By then
the car had been impounded and a $20 ransom had to be paid to secure
its release.

The cops were very nice. They presented me with a certificate th~t
declared that I hadn't been arrested - just detained. Even though the
charges were dropped, the arrest record will be with me for life.

But I still have my certificate. It's currently at a frame shop and will
soon adorn a position of honor on my wall.

\'

* * *
In a recent column I mentioned. the problems we have had getting

Gaytimes Cruiser out. We're beginning to think the project is carrying a
bigger jinx than your long suffering editor.

The very latest word is that the magazine will be published and
distributed this month, and that subsequent issues will be forthcoming.
All subscriptions will be honored and fulfilled. Despite the many
problems we have had with this first issue, we fully expect it to be as
successful and well received as Gaytimes.

We want to thank our m(lny subscribers for their patience and cooper-
-ation. We will do our best to live up to the trust you have-placed in us.

* * *
IN THIS ISSUE: Cal Culver/Casey Donovan is the subject of the
Gaytimes Profile. His many fans will be happy to know that he has not
completely turned his back on the type of film that first brought him to
prominence. Dick Garfield, one of our favorite fiction writers, is back
with another perceptive short. story, The Husband. And our usual mix of
articles, advice and reports on gay life around the country.

Keep it up for Gaytimes!

----------------------:----GAyTiMES 0



Two of the friendly bartenders at
Mary's Lounge. They'll give you a
warm welcome when you -arrive.

~--~

by Robert Leighton
I've come to expect that when I set

out on a trip that I will start tired. There
are always so many last minute details
to seeto, loose ends (no pun intended)
to plug, etc. When my lover Eddie and
I left for Houston this July the fatigue
was a little more intense than usual.
We had just spent three days in the
Gaytimes Kissing Booth at the Los An-
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you could almost set your clock by the
afternoon rain, and the sense of deja
vu was strengthened by that same
phenomenon occurring itl Houston.

But there the similarity ended.
Where I found the people in Cincinnati
rather reserved and clique-ish, the
people of Houston were.the opposite-
warm, hospitable, very friendly and ex-
tremely horny.

Although Houston is not noted for
being a center of gay liberation, most
of the gay men .that I met there w~re
surprisingly open about their gayness.
We stayed with a friend of Eddie's in

" what can only be described as Hous-
ton's gay ghetto. But unlike the mental
picture that the word ghetto brings to
mind, this area is 'especially attractive.

Known as the Cherryhurst section of
Houston, mainly because of a rather
cruisy little park that bears that hame
and is the center of the area, it is bor-
dered by Westheimer Street, one of
the main drags throuqh town. West-
heimer is about as Western a street as
.vou can find these days and it is dotted
with gay bars and restaurants.

I was told that ,ten years ago there
were only a few "closet" gay bars in
Houston. Today the city supports
close to' 40 gay establishments, includ-
ing Mary's Lounge, probably the most
down and dirty and the friendliest and
most fun bar in Houston; the Locker,
Houston's new "patent" leather bar,
housed in a former, drive-in dry clean-
ing establishment with signs still intact:
the Farmhouse." Houston's all, new
dance' bar, located in a huge building
that is only partially opened: and a
branch of the famous Club Bath chain
near the downtown section,

In addition to a larqe number of gay
bars, the city also supports several
low-key gay liberation organizations, a
chapter of the Metropolitan Communi-
ty Church and since the beginning of
this year, Contact, a paper that bills it-
self as the Gay Newspaper of the.-'.-c..-.,~"' _
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by Robert Leighton
I've come to expect that when I set

out on a trip that I will start tired. There
are always so many last minute details
to see to, loose ends (no pun intended)
to plug, etc. When my lover Eddie and
I left tor Houston this July the fatigue
was a little more intense than usual.
We had just spent three days in the
Gay times Kissing Booth at the Los An-
geles Gay Pride 'Carnival, the last day
of which coincided with the march
down Hollywood Boulevard and the
rally following the march, all of which
we were on hand to cover. The carni-
val ended at rnidniqht Sunday and we
left the next day, by car, for Texas.

We expected heat 'crossing the
desert in July, but I was not prepared
for the intense combination of heat
and humidity that greeted us on our
arrival in Texas. Eddie, who lived in
Texas for most of his life before corn->
ing to California a year ago and enter-
ing my life, of course knew what to ex-
pect. My only experience of Texas had
been crossing the panhandle which is
desert cou ntry. So 1_was first struck by
the' green of Southern Texas, so
similar to the East Coast, and then by
the extreme humidity, again rerninis-
cent of the East. As the days passed I .
was more and more reminded of Cin-
cinnati where I had a spent a few
months several years ago. Except for
the absence of hills, Houston bears a
strong resemblance to Cincinnati in an
architectural sense and even more
strikingly, by the daily rainfall in sum-
mer that I remembered more than any-
thing else about Cincinnati. I thought
then that I was in the tropics because

--r-
ing establishment with signs still intact;
the Farmhouse, Houston's all new
dance' bar, located in a huge building
that is only partially opened; and a
branch of the famous Club Bath chain
near the downtown section.

In addition to a larqe number of gay
bars, the city also supports several
low-key gay liberation organizations, a
chapter of the Metropolitan Communi-
ty Church and since the beginning of
this year, Contact, a paper that bills it-
self as the Gay Newspaper of the
South.

Since this was primarily a vacation
trip for us, I didn't do my usual routine
/ '

of trying to hit every bar in town and
interview every gay leader I could con-
tact. For once, I tried to relax, forget
about Gay times for a few days and just
behave like an ordinary tourist. We
spent most of our time visiting with
friends, doing the Houston Shuffle (it
consists of running from air condi-
tioned house to air conditioned car to
air conditioned bar and back again), a
quick trip to the beach in Galveston

, where I thought we would escape the
heat and found it even worse than in
town (the Gulf of Mexico does not
produce cool .breezes. like the Pacific
Ocean). and of course, visits to the gay
bars and baths that I've already
mentioned.

Because of the friendliness of the
crowd, I liked Mary's best, although it
is not nearly as crowded (maybe that

·appealed to me too) as some of the
other bars we visited. By any standard,
Mary's is relatively small, but it does
boast an enclosed patio' where at
night, at least, the action is reminiscent
of the back rooms that flourished for
awhile in New York bars and are still to
be found in San Francisco and L.A,.

~ GAYTiMES~,----.-----:..------.--------------
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A local cynic first applied the "pa-
tent leather" description to The Locker
and naturally I had to see that for
myself. After finding my way to the
back door of the former dry cleaning
store I found myself in a large room
that was bisected by a bar so that the
crowd is able to move in a circle
through the bar, the pool table section,
behind the bar to a smaller room where
they project slides of nude men (the
only notable and. recognizable picture
was of John Holmes, famous for his
enormous cock) and back again to the
entrance.

The slide show apparently was con-
sidered very daring because the
management felt obliged to intersperse
the nude slides with some innocuous
scenes of some rather unattractive
men, fully clothed, at a picnic. I as-
sume these were included to give the
show "redeeming social value." Un-
fortunately, the-bar seemed to be filled
with the same type of redeemingly
social valued patrons. One would have
had to be told that this was a leather
bar in advance. There were a couple of
authentic looking cowboys there,
complete with rawhide chaps (I later
learned that they were visiting 'from
Dallas), but the crowd for the most
part could have easily melted into any
gay bar crowd, especially any of those
bars noted for their "look but don't
touch atmosphere." Two circuits pf the
bar was enough for me. I beat a hasty
retreat to Mary's.

A short walk down Westheimer
Street, where both of these bars are .10-
cated, would be 'enough to convince
anyone that he was in a primarily small
town. It appeared that the quickest
way to _make sexual contact in
Houston was 1.0 walk the streets.
Cruising by car' is a characteristic of
smaller cities that I have' visited or lived·
in, except in Houston it is even more
popular and open: In just a few blocks I
turned down several offers of blow-

.Jobs- I attribute this to the. fact that,
~_._ .. I .. .£.1.- .£.1.- •.•._•..•
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bar was enough for me. I beatahasty
retreat to Mary's.

A short walk down Westheimer
Street, where both of these bars are lo-
cated, would be' enough to convince
anyone that he was in a primarily small
town. It appeared that the quickest
way to make sexual contact in
Houston was to walk the streets.
Cruising by car is a characteristic of
smaller cities that I have' visited or lived,
in, except in Houston it is even more
popular and open: In just a few blocks I
t~rned down several offers of blow-

.jobs. I attribute this to the, fact that,
contrary to popular myth, there are
very few tall Texans and even fewer tall
blonds. Since I happen to be both I
tend to stand, out in crowds and' in
Texas, even more so on a deserted
sidewalk. Whatever the reasol,1for my
burst of sidewalk popularity; it did
wonders for my ego.

Since Eddie.loves to dance a visit to
Houston's most popular dance bar was .Francisco or New York.
imperative. The Farmhouse has been I chose Saturday night to visit the
around for several years, starting out in Club Baths'. The only other branches of
a rather grubby location. but' recently the chain that I had visited before were
moved to what can only be described in Akron, Ohio-several years ago and
as a gay dream of a building. Larger the New /ork -club' last summer.'
than Tara, it was'once the home of (When I was living in Cleveland seve~al
some sort of lodge - Moose or Elks, years ago I belonged to the original
that type of organization -and really Club Baths but it bore ',Iittleresem-
ideal for a Hollywood type bar. It's 10- blance to the 'present links in the

'cated ona sidestreet. shielded bya chain.) The lio",ston Club adverti:;;es
row. of tall trees and is thr€e stories ',' widely and 'lives up, to its claims. -The
high, although only the ground floor crowd (and it was crowded) was 75%
wasin use while we were there. There young, mostly attractive and all very,

'are severallarqeroorns. three separate friendly and direct. In, addition to the
bars and two lounqe areas adjacent to usual cubicles, there is a small indoor
the dance' hall which was 'extremely' pool, a large' shower room a~(j
crowded. Houston's flash and glitter adjacent steam room, two orgy rooms'
crowd fills the' place nightly with a and a large, fenced patio thatwas as
mixed crowd of guys and girls. Except active as the indoor orgy rooms.
for the Texas drawls we could have It must be the semi-tropical climate.
easily been in a dance bar in l.A., San J.. was left with the impression that if

Texans aren't as tall as their myth
would have it, they more than make up
for that lack Wi~htheir seerninqlv insat-
iable sexual appetites. The cars cruise
from early mo'rning to late at-night, the
bars seem to be as busy in the .davtime
as at night. I met two vounq'rrien at the
baths from Odessa (twelve hours into
the desert) who had checked into, the
Club three, days beforehand 'and were
still going stronq when I raninto them.

_" You could liken that to thet'~irst of a".
man lost 0r:i'tne desert for a few days, '
but I also met several men from' Hous-
ton who regularly spend more than a
nJght at a tirue at the bathsvj. ':~
i'Although"Texas is still "'politically
conservative, the .fact thai:;'so many
gay establishments operate openly
without police harassment is indicative
of the changing attitude toward gays,
although there are some bars that still

get occasional VISits from the man.
Some of the larger bars, such as the
Farmhouse', hire off-duty cops to act

'as sec 1,1 rity guards, which apparently
insures them against police harass-
ment of any kind.

For prospective visitors to Bacchan-
alia-by-the-Gulf I offer three pieces of
advice. (1) Don't go to Houston in the
middle of summer unless you 'dig a
twenty-four hour steam b,athclimate-
sp~ing and fall 9re the bestJ>~rio(,is'for
comfortable weather. (2) Abstain from
all sexual activity for at least two weeks
before arrival if you want to be able to
enjoy the ~sexual opportunities of
Houston to 'the fullest. (;3) Be·pr.e'i>ared'
to drink a lot. Houston rivalsNew Or-
leans at Mardi Gras for alcoholic con-
sumption. e,
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ment of reasons for denying Tabler's
clearance. His employer then termi-
nated his job because of lack' of non'
classified work appropriate to his capa-
bilities. Since that point he has been
refused employment by every defense
'contractor he has applied to.

The statement of reasons 'the
department issued with its denial of
Tabler's. clearance stated, in part:
"Available information reflects criminal
conduct and acts of sexual perversion
on yo\tr part ... ," citing his admitted
acts of sex with men, including oral
and anal sodomy and his acknowledg-
ment that he intended to continue to
engage in such acts; "the information
set forth above ... furnishes reason to
believe 'that you rrlay be subjected to
coercion, influence, or pressure "(hich
may be likely to cause action contrary
to the .national ,interest" (in other
words he was subject to blackmail);
and "the information . . . reflects be-
havior and activities, which tend to
show that you are not reliable or trust-
worthy." If you suck cock you can't be
trusted.

Dr. Franklin Kameny, the nationally
known gay rights activist, acted as
Tabler's counsel at the open hearing
and pre-hearing actions. Although he
is not an attorney, Dr. Kameny is rec-
ognized as one of the leading authori-
ties in security cases dating back to his
own fight with the federal government
in the late 1950s.

According to Dr. Kameny, the main
reason for forcing the open hearing
and inviting the public and the media
to attend the hearing was to irrefutably
negate the charge by the department
that Tabler was subject to blackmail
and wished to hide his sexual orienta-
tion. At a press conference preceding
the first day of testimony in the case,
which lasted for three days, represen-
tatives of the local CBS television news
team, another local television -station,
together with reporters, from gay
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,Richard Gayer and, Allan Rock flank counsel Franklin Kameny and Otis Tabler at press
conference pr«icedingfirst public security clearance hearing by Defense Department.

GAY FORCES DEFENSE DEPART-
MENT OUT OF CLOSET•..., LOS ANGELES-An historic first was
recorded in Los Angeles recently. The
first open, public security clearance
hearing by the Department of Defense
was held as a result of the efforts of the
American Civil Liberties Union and Dr.
Franklin Kameny, acting for Otis Fran-

- cis Tabler, Jr. In the 25 year history of
the department security clearance
hearings have always been held behind
closed doors, maintained by a depart-
ment directive which was attacked in
court last November.

,Tabler, who held a secret clearance
from 1966 through 1969, applied for a
re-clearance in March 1972 for similar
secret work with his then employer,
Logicon, Inc. of San Pedro, California.
At that time Tabler determined to re-
veal his homosexuality in an effort to

set an administrative precedent that
could result in the unprejudiced clear-
ing of other homosexuals who live re-
sponsible lives and do not fear expo-
sure or blackmail.

After an- intensive investigation by
the Defense Investigative Service, esti-
mated at a cost of $20,000, which in-
cluded interviews with his employer,
his landlord.this mother and almost all
of Tabler's co-workers and friends,
which fully explored his candor and his
hornosexualitv, Tabler felt his personal
stability, the stability and permanence
of his social relationships and the im-
possibility of blackmail were firmly es-
tablished.

Despite the department's report
which provided conclusive and docu-
mented proof that Tabler performed
his work responsibly and that he could

• not be blackmailed (the department's'
standard reason for denying clearance

to homosexuals) the Defense- Indus-
trial Security Clearance Organization
(DISCO) disregarded the contents of
the report and required the investiga-
tive unit to reopen its inquiry. Tabler
was presented with a questionnaire
that asked how often he engaged in
homosexual intercourse, the positions
he used, the number of men and the
types of men he had sex with. No
questions were asked about similar
heterosexual activities Tabler has en-
gaged in. Although he was offended
by the personal nature of the questions
he answered them because refusal to
do so would have meant termination of
processing for his clearance.

For the next six months the depart-
ment sat on his clearance application
and after pressure from his employer,
who has known of his homosexuality
from the beginning and backed his
efforts, the department issued a state-

own fight with the federal government
in the late 1950s.

According to Dr. Kameny, the main
reason for forcing the open hearing
and inviting the public and the media
to attend the hearing was to irrefutably
negate the charge by the department
that Tabler was subject to blackmail
and wished to hide his sexual orienta-
tion. At a press conference preceding
the first day of testimony in the case,
which lasted for three days, represen-
tatives of the local CBS television news
team, another local television station,
together with reporters from gay
publications and the Los Angeles
Times and the New York Times were -
present. - Their reports gained wide-
spread dissemination of the hearing,
accomplishing Kameny's purpose,

Although the department will not
issue a finding on the hearing for
several months, they obviously should
not be able to continue their former
line of reasoning for denying Tabler
clearance, although it is predicted that
they will follow such a course, as ridic-
ulous as it would make them appear to
be. ./

Tabler is fully prepared to pursue the
case to the Supreme Court if neces-
sary, and it well may be. The depart-
ment has fought tooth and nail to be
able to continue its discriminatory
practice of denying clearances to gays,
while not invoking the same regula-
tions against heterosexuals who per-
form the same so-called "perversions."

CBS ZAP RAP: SEGAL AND
LANGHORNE FINED
NEW YORK-Mark Segal and Harry
Langhorne of Philadelphia's Gay Raid-
ers were fined $250 and $200 respec-
tively for zapping the Walter Cronkite
Evening News this spring.

"
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.Judqe M. Marvin Berger stated in
his opinion that he felt serving time in
jail would not stop the Gay Raiders
from staging further media zaps. But
the most important statement in his
judgment was the first line: "Advo-
cating homosexuality is not a crime."

.Gay groups in New York have been
trying to get just such a statement
from the courts (or years. It is felt that
the judge's statement will aid gay
groups in getting speakers into schools.

'Segal and langhorne, through their
attorneyH~I'VIIeiner, have filed :rtoticeS""'
of appeal in their case. Weiner, who
threatened to drop the case because of
lack o(mone'y; aqreed .ro stay onat
least throuqhthe sentencing phase of
the trial. and the 1time needed to file
notice of appeal. Se!;jal and Langhorne
are now looking for another attorney to
handle the appeal brief itself. Mean-
time they have until September 11 to
pay their fines. . .

Segal reports that contributions to
their legal defense fund are trickling in
and they hope to be.able to pay at least
their fines by the court deadline. That
will still leave them with several thou-
sands of dollars due for legal expenses.

Gay times again urges its readers to
dig in and send anything they can
afford to: Mark Segal Legal Defense
Fund,8111 Fayette St., Philadelphia,
PA 19150. .

SATISFIED WITH
YOUR GAY LIFE?

up,
inst

-
PHILADELPHIA GAY RIGHTS BILL
GAINS PUBLIC SUP~ORT
PHILADELPHIA-Active support for

~

Philadelphia's gay rights bill has been
gaining ground in the city of brotherly
love. First a new organization, Con-
cerned Citizens for Gay Rights was
formed by a prominent group of people
in Philadelphia. Chaired by Congress-
man Robert C. Nix, long a friend to the'
local gay ,community,' it includes a
state senator, members of Philadelphia
high society and others prominent in
the area.

Then the Philadelphia Inquirer,
which claims to be the nation's oldest
newspaper, endorsed the bill after a.
meeting of the editorial staff with Mark
Seqal. .

.Finally Philadelphia. 'Mayor .. Rizzo
stated' publiclv-that he ,.had no obiec-
tion to the bill. This was his first public
statement on gay rights; although he
had previously expressed support for
the bill In privaterneetinqs with gay
leaders. .'

Essentially, the bill is the same as the
one recently voted down by the New
York City Council. Expectations are
high in Philadelphia for its early
passage.

The main hold-up at this point lies
with the city council committee where
it has been languishing for some time.
And the, Plain reason for that is the
committee chairperson has been in
court for taking a bribe. His time in the
courts has effectively bottled up the
work of the committee. A sign of the
times. e

• JACK IS WILD! .•
and so are the pther studs in these horny decks.
Poker becomes pOke him when you play with
these cards. ' .
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STUD DECK
You get 54 fantasies when you count the jokers->

,"and you should see some of the clubs! Great for
"warm,up games at your' next orgy.
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'BOYSIN ACTION '

This card deck gives you more beautiful guys'
. 10 play with. A couple on every card will .
. have .vour friends stripping no matter what
'g~ll1es they're playing.

OVER 7 INCHES '"'
All these .guys show their royal flushes.
Lach and everyone of these is a
kirl~J. So get ready to play your jack off
when you see this deck of beauties.

$5.00 eachl All 3 for $12.00
plus 50 cents postage

Mail to: CALSTON INDUSTRIES/P'O' BOX 5034
SHERMAN OAKS. CA. 91403

Note: checks must await bank clearance; money orders & cash filled same day.
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PHILADELPHIA GAY RIGHTS BILL
GAINS PUBLIC SUP~ORT
PHILADELPHIA-Active support for

519n-o

Turned off by the Southern California Gay Scene?
It's understandable. The bars and baths are fine for those who enjoy them, but there
are thousands of bright, active gays who find that these offer only a limited and super-
ficial method of meeting people.
Thousands of gays, just like you, have gotten tired of leading 'a second rate social life.
That is why we formed the GSF Organization.GSF is not a shady modeling service
or pimping joint. GSF is not a phony dating service promising the person of your
dreams - tonight!! GSF is a screened membership organization with a comprehen-
sive program designed to help responsible gay and bisexual adults meet one another
safely and discreetly.
Through a proven system of social success the GSF Orga1J,ization can help you achieve
a quality social experience immediately. Thousands are already expanding their social
lives on a sound, realistic basis through·GSF. You'll be shocked when you find out how
many really fine,down to earth gay men and women are living in your neighborhood
right now.
So if you sincerely want to build a better gay social life, call us now to find out how.
you can participate in GSF. Even if our association goes no further than the interview,
we promise you'll benefit from the experience.

times. e

SATISFIED WITH
YOUR GAY LIFE?

ALL OVER .SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

CALL NOW (213) 654·3491
OFFICE HOURS: NOON TO 8 P.M., MONDAY THRU FRIDAY;

11 A.M. TO 4 P.M., SATURDAY .

ORANGE COUNTY
CALL (714) 633·7572 24 HOURS

JOIN
HANDS

ACROSS THE NATION

-------'---------~----.:.------,-----:;.-.----GAyliMES El

Join hands with the thousands of gay and bisexual men and women who are already
enjoying the benefits of GSF. Start making your gay life a better one. Now you can
meet intelligent, well adjusted individuals in your area, safely' and discreetly by mail
and telephone, whether you live in Anchorage.Hollywood, or Podunk. Write today for
the full facts about North America's fastest growing gay fellowship organization and
start building your gay life into a more successful, happier, experience. Or call us at
(21~654-'3491. Office hours noon to 8 PM Mon.-Fri., 11 AM-4 PM Sat.

(;lIt Now you can be gay, and happy, too.

~--------------------------------
JOHN RAYMOND, President Dept.GT-74A
GSF Organization
8235 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90046

Yes, John, I'm interested in more facts about GSF. Please rush me your free
information packet. (Mailed in plain envelope.)

Name Age ~

Address __ --=-'-- _

City State _

Zip Phone No. (

Our phone number: (213) 654-3491~--------------------------------.
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